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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

MIAMI DIVISION 

www.flsb.uscourts.gov 

 

In re:        Chapter 11 

 

CINEMEX HOLDINGS USA, INC.   Case No. 20-14696-LMI 

 

 Reorganized Debtor    (Formerly Jointly Administered Under 

Lead Case: Cinemex USA Real Estate 

Holdings, Inc., Case No. 20-14695-LMI) 

_______________________________/ 

MOAC MALL HOLDINGS LLC’S RESPONSE BRIEF ON LEGAL ISSUES 

REGARDING REORGANIZED DEBTORS’ EMERGENCY MOTION TO 

ENFORCE THIRD AMENDED JOINT CHAPTER 11 PLAN 

OF REORGANIZATION AND CONFIRMATION ORDER 

 

 MOAC Mall Holdings LLC (“MOAC”) submits this response brief pursuant to the Court’s 

directions in connection with the Reorganized Debtors’ Emergency Motion to Enforce Third 

Amended Joint Chapter 11 Plan of Reorganization and Confirmation Order (“Motion to Enforce”) 

(DE#204) filed by Cinemex Holdings USA, Inc., Cinemex USA Real Estate Holdings, Inc., and 

CB Theater Experience LLC (“Reorganized Debtors”), and in response to the Reorganized 

Debtors’ Memorandum of Law in Support of their Motion to Enforce Third Amended Joint Chapter 

11 Plan of Reorganization and Confirmation Order, ECF No. 204 (“Reorganized Debtors’ Brief”) 

(DE#318). 1  

 In many respects, the Reorganized Debtors’ Brief actually makes MOAC’s arguments for 

it. The Reorganized Debtors acknowledge that: 

• “Cinemex’s rejection of the MOA Lease did not alter what was property of the estate …” 

(DE#318 at ¶36). 

 
1 Capitalized terms not defined herein will have the meanings used in MOAC’s initial Brief on 

Legal Issues (DE#317). 
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• “Under Tempnology, contract parties retain the rights they received under an agreement, 

and ‘[a]s after a breach, so too after a rejection, those rights survive.” (DE#318 at ¶37), 

citing Mission Prod. Holdings, Inc. v. Tempnology, LLC, 139 S. Ct. 1652, 1661 (2019). 

• “As a matter of law, rejection ‘merely frees the estate from the obligation to perform; it 

does not make the contract disappear.” (DE#318 at ¶38), citing In re Lavigne, 114 F.3d 

379, 387 (2d Cir. 1997). 

• “The Plan did not contain any provision altering the rights of CB Theater under the MOA 

Lease.” (DE#318 at ¶45). 

 MOAC agrees that the rejection of the MOA Lease did not alter what was property of the 

estate. MOAC also agrees that under Tempnology, contract parties retain the rights they received 

under an agreement, even after rejection. MOAC also agrees that rejection does not “make the 

contract disappear.” MOAC also agrees that the Plan did not alter the rights of the parties under 

the MOA Lease. But what the Reorganized Debtors appear to disregard is the practical 

consequences of these principles: 

• Since rejection of the MOA Lease “did not alter what was property of the estate,” both 

before and after rejection, “what was property of the estate” is governed by the terms of 

the MOA Lease, which specifies in Section 9.3 that personal property abandoned at the 

leased premises upon expiration or earlier termination of the lease is deemed to be property 

of the landlord, and specifies in Section 10.3.B that the seats and screens, regardless of 

abandonment, become the landlord’s property upon expiration or termination. 

• Since “contract parties retain the rights they received under an agreement” notwithstanding 

rejection, MOAC retained the rights to the personal property pursuant to Sections 9.3 and 

10.3.B of the MOA Lease post-rejection, as held in Tempnology.  
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• Since the rejection “does not make the contract disappear,” Sections 9.3 and 10.3.B of the 

MOA Lease continue to define the post-rejection rights of the parties in the personal 

property, pursuant to which the seats and screens, and any abandoned personal property, 

are deemed to belong to the landlord upon expiration or termination. 

• Since the MOA Lease is not altered by the Plan, the Reorganized Debtors could not have 

acquired any greater rights to the personal property than those held by the Debtors prior to 

confirmation of the Plan. 

 One of the cases cited by the Reorganized Debtors further supports MOAC’s argument. 

The Reorganized Debtors cite Thompkins v. Lil’ Joe Records, Inc., 476 F.3d 1294, 1306 (11th Cir. 

2007) for the proposition that “rejection has absolutely no effect upon the contract’s continued 

existence; the contract is not cancelled, repudiated, rescinded, or in any other fashion terminated.” 

(DE#318, ¶37). Lil’ Joe Records, consistent with the Supreme Court’s later Tempnology decision, 

correctly rejected the notion that rejection has a “contract-vaporizing” effect. Id. at 1306, citing In 

re Drexel Burnham Lambert Group, Inc., 138 B.R. 687, 703 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1992). In so doing, 

however, both the Lil’ Joe Records and the Drexel courts held that rejection accordingly did not 

alter or undo provisions regarding the transfer of property to or from the debtor contained in such 

agreements. Lil’ Joe Records, 476 F.3d at 1307 (rejection of recording agreement did not undo 

transfer of copyrights pursuant to agreement); Drexel, 138 B.R. at 711 (rejection of general 

counsel’s employment agreement did not undo general counsel’s entitlement to escrowed stock 

portfolios under agreement). 

 As set forth in Tempnology, bankruptcy cannot expand the property rights of the debtor. 

See also In re Thomas, 883 F.2d 991, 995 (11th Cir. 1989) (“Another principle of bankruptcy law 

equally applicable here is that ‘whatever rights a debtor has in property when his bankruptcy 
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petition is filed continue in bankruptcy – no more, no less. Section 541 ‘is not intended to expand 

the debtor’s rights against others more than they exist at the commencement of the case.’’”) 

(citations omitted). Here, what the Debtors had as of the petition date was an interest in personal 

property that was subject to the terms of the MOA Lease specifying that any personal property 

abandoned at the leased premises would be deemed the landlord’s property and specifying that the 

seats and screens would be the landlord’s upon expiration or termination. The rejection of the 

MOA Lease did not alter or affect those rights. The Court has invited the Reorganized Debtors to 

identify any portion of the Plan or Confirmation Order which purported to modify or alter the 

terms of the MOA Lease. In the Reorganized Debtors’ Brief, they identified none, and in fact 

acknowledge that the Plan did not contain any provision altering the MOA Lease. 

 Thus, what the Debtors conveyed to the Reorganized Debtors through the Plan was their 

interest in personal property that had already been left on premises for more than half a year after 

the Debtors’ rejection of the MOA Lease, and which accordingly was deemed abandoned to the 

landlord under the terms of the MOA Lease and under applicable state law. While 11 U.S.C. § 554 

may have operated to prevent the abandonment from becoming effective absent notice and hearing, 

§ 554 was of no further effect once the property was administered pursuant to the Plan, at which 

time the Reorganized Debtors became vested in whatever rights the Debtors’ estates had to the 

property “free of any restrictions of the Bankruptcy Code or Bankruptcy Rules.” 

 At any time between the April 30, 2020 rejection of the MOA Lease and the November 25, 

2020 confirmation of the Plan, the Debtors potentially could have avoided the consequences of 

Section 9.3 of the MOA Lease by retrieving their personal property. Instead, they did nothing. 

After confirmation, the Reorganized Debtors continued to do nothing for nearly another two 
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months.2 As a result, by operation of law, any interest of the Reorganized Debtors in the personal 

property was deemed abandoned (a) as of the Effective Date, in accordance with the terms of the 

MOA Lease when it was left on the premises of a rejected lease and not removed prior to the 

Effective Date; or at the latest (b) 28 days thereafter, in accordance with Minnesota statutes 

entitling a landlord to take possession of personal property left on abandoned rented premises.3 

 The Reorganized Debtors argue that because the MOA Lease was not “terminated,” the 

provisions of Sections 9.3 and 10.3.B do not apply. (DE#318, ¶¶ 40-41). This is in substance the 

issue addressed by the Court in In re 6177 Realty Associates, Inc., 142 B.R. 1017 (Bankr. S.D. Fla. 

1992), which MOAC cited in its initial Brief. In 6177 Realty, the Court noted that with respect to 

non-residential real estate leases, 11 U.S.C. § 365(d)(4) specifically provides that if a lease is 

deemed rejected, “the trustee shall immediately surrender such non-residential real property to the 

lessor.” Id. at 1019. Based on this surrender language, the Court agreed that “It is clear Congress 

intended that rejecting a lease terminates the lease.” Id. (citation omitted). Here, the Debtors 

vacated the property, returned the keys, and surrendered the premises, as they are required to do 

under 11 U.S.C. § 365(d)(4). Accordingly, for purposes of the expiration or earlier termination of 

the lease, as those terms are used in Sections 9.3 and 10.3.B of the MOA Lease, the MOA Lease 

 
2 The Reorganized Debtors’ Brief now claims that “[s]ince December 17, 2020, Cinemex has been 

trying to obtain return of its furniture, fixtures, and equipment (“FFE”) remaining at the MOA.” 

This claim is inconsistent with what is alleged in the Motion to Enforce, which asserts that the 

Reorganized Debtors first requested to retrieve their personal property on January 14, 2021. 

(DE#204, ¶ 19), and then identifies no further action taken by the Reorganized Debtors prior to 

June 2021, in response to MOAC’s communication regarding retrieval of certain items. 

 
3 The implicit conclusion of the Reorganized Debtors’ argument to the contrary is that they are 

effectively immunized from ever being deemed to have abandoned the personal property, 

notwithstanding the terms of the MOA Lease or applicable state law, and that they could simply 

leave the personal property at the abandoned leased premises indefinitely without consequence, 

and without remedy for the landlord. 
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has certainly been “terminated.” To put perhaps a finer point on it, rejection does not “terminate” 

a lease in the sense, as explained in Tempnology and Lil’ Joe Records, that it operates as a 

rescission or have “contract-vaporizing” effect. But it does, undoubtedly, put an end to the term of 

the lease, as held in 6177 Realty, since the debtor is required to surrender the premises and no 

longer has any right of continued occupancy. Sections 9.3 and 10.3.B of the MOA Lease use 

“expiration” or “termination” in the same sense as referring to the term of the lease and not the 

existence of the lease itself, since both sections directly address the rights of the parties upon and 

after the lease’s termination or expiration. 

 The Reorganized Debtors also argue that MOAC “failed to preserve any right to the FFE 

– including the screens and seats – by way of setoff, lien, or otherwise” by not asserting such in its 

proof of claim. (DE#318 at ¶49, fn. 2). But MOAC’s rights to the personal property are not in the 

nature of a “setoff” or “lien” because they do not depend on, and are not intended to be in 

satisfaction of, any claim for rent or other damages under the MOA Lease. Even if the Debtors had 

fully performed under the MOA Lease and owed no additional rent, the MOA Lease still dictated 

that the screens and seats were deemed MOAC’s property upon termination or expiration pursuant 

to Section 10.3.B, and still dictated that any personal property left on premises upon termination 

or expiration was deemed MOAC’s property pursuant to Section 9.3. The Reorganized Debtors 

could not have acquired any greater rights in such property than the Debtors held, and the Debtors 

only held such rights subject to and in accordance with the terms of the MOA Lease – which the 

Reorganized Debtors themselves acknowledge did not simply disappear as a result of rejection, 

and which was not altered in any way by the Plan. 
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CONCLUSION 

 For the foregoing reasons, MOAC respectfully submits that (1) any interest of the Debtors 

or Reorganized Debtors in the personal property left after vacating the premises was abandoned as 

of the Effective Date of the Plan; and (2) the provisions of the MOA Lease regarding MOAC’s 

entitlement to abandoned property in the surrendered premises, and to the seats and screens, remain 

effective notwithstanding rejection of the lease. Accordingly, the Motion to Enforce should be 

denied. 

KOZYAK TROPIN & THROCKMORTON, LLP 

2525 Ponce de Leon Boulevard, 9th Floor 

Coral Gables, Florida 33134 

Tel: (305) 372-1800 

Fax: (305) 372-3508 

 

/s/ David L. Rosendorf 

David L. Rosendorf 

FL Bar No. 996823 

dlr@kttlaw.com  
 

Counsel for MOAC Mall Holdings, LLC 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was served on 

November 29, 2021, through the Court’s Case Management/Electronic Case Filing system, which 

sent automatic email notices of electronic filing to all parties indicated on the electronic filing 

receipt. 

/s/ David L. Rosendorf 

David L. Rosendorf 
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